
AST 443/PHY 517

Homework 1

Due Wednesday 2 September 2020

Questions 1-14 refer to a hypothetical observing run the night of 2-3 September 2020, at Mt. Stony
Brook,

Your Potential Targets
name RA (2000) DEC
Canopus 6h 23m 57.2s −52o 41’ 44”
Sirius 6h 45m 8.9s −16o 42’ 58”
Arcturus 14h 15m 39.6s +19o 10’ 57”
α Centauri 14h 39m 36.2s −60o 50’ 7”
Vega 18h 36m 56.2s +38o 47’ 1”

1. What are the times of Sunset and Sunrise?

2. At what times does Astronomical Twilight end and begin?

3. What is the local sidereal time at midnight?

4. What is the location of the Moon at midnight?

5. What is the Julian date at midnight?

6. What is the Universal Time of local midnight?

7. At midnight EDT:
Compute the hour angles of the 5 brightest stars.
Which, if any, are observable (zenith distance <60o)?
Which, if any, are above the horizon?

8. Which of these 5 stars can be observed at some time on this night? At what times?

9. Which of these 5 stars is closest to the moon? What is the angular distance?

10. The sidereal time at midnight advances by 3m56s each day. What is the best day of the year
to observe these targets?

11. What is the minimum zenith distance for each star?

12. Determine the length of the semi-diurnal arc for each star. Which stars, if any, are circumpo-
lar? At the right time of year (i.e., when it transits at local midnight), which star is observable
for the longest uninterrupted time?

13. How long after Arcturus transits does Vega transit?

14. At the start of astronomical twilight, what is the azimuth and elevation of Sirius?



15. Show that the angular distance D between two points on the surface of a sphere, with coor-
dinates (α1,δ1),(α2,δ2), is given by the expression

cosD = sinδ1 sinδ2 + cosδ1 cosδ2 cos(α2 − α1)

16. If you were to pilot a plane from New York City to Tokyo on a great circle route, what heading
should you take out of JFK airport? What is the great circle distance?

17. Plot the hour angle of the horizon as a function of declination for Stony Brook. Use these
data to determine the length of the day (the time when the Sun is above the horizon) for the
equinoxes and solstices. You may neglect refraction in your calculations. How much longer is
the first day of summer than the first day of winter?

The inclination of the ecliptic is 23o 26’ 21”.448

18. (PHY 517 only) The Gemini-N telescope, at a latitude of +19.8o on Mauna Kea, is on an
alt-az mount. The azimuth of a source at declination +19.8o changes instantaneously from
90o to 270o as it crosses the zenith. The change in azimuth dA

dt
will exceed the maximum

slew rate for upper culminations (or meridian transits) at high altitude. Assume that the
maximum azimuthal slew rate is 1o/second. Can you observe the galaxy M64 through upper
culmination? How close to the zenith can you get?


